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ON CASIMIR ENERGY CONTRIBUTIONTO OBSERVABLE VALUEOF THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANTIgor O. CherednikovBogolyubov Laboratory of Theoretial PhysisJoint Institute for Nulear Researh141980 Dubna, RussiaInstitute for Theoretial Problems of MirophysisMosow State University119899 Mosow, Russiae-mail: igorh�thsun1.jinr.ru(Reeived February 12, 2002)The ontribution of the ground state energy of quantum �elds to theosmologial onstant is estimated from the point of view of the standardCasimir energy alulation sheme. It is shown that the requirement of therenormalization group invariane leads to the value of the e�etive �-termwhih is of 11 orders higher than the result extrated from the experimentaldata.PACS numbers: 98.80.Es, 11.10.Gh1. IntrodutionOne of the most intriguing and hallenging problems of the modernphysis is the enormously large di�erene between the experimentally ex-trated osmologial onstant and its value estimated within the onvenientquantum �eld theory [1℄. This is so-alled old osmologial onstant prob-lem, while the new one is why it is omparable to the present mass den-sity [2, 3℄. Here we will study only the old one. This problem attrats agreat interest of the physial ommunity (just mention that the SPIRES-SLAC database gives more than 800 referenes for �osmologial onstant�),and a lot of sophistiated approahes have been proposed to its solution [1,4℄.However, the present situation seems to be far from satisfatory.The Einstein's equationR�� � 12g��R = g���� 8�GT�� ; (1)(1973)



1974 I.O. Cherednikovwhere G is the gravitational onstant and other symbols are standard [1℄, itontains the lassial �-term as well as the ontribution of the vauum energydensity due to the quantum �utuations, whih as shown by Zeldovih [6℄,have the same struture: hT��i = �g��h�i. It means that (1) an be writtenin the form: R�� � 12g��R = g���e� ; (2)where �e� = 8�G�e� = �+ 8�Gh�i : (3)It is known from the experimental data that the e�etive energy density ofthe Universe �e� de�ned in (3), is of order 10�47 GeV4 [5℄. In the same time,the diretly evaluated vauum energy with the UV uto� at the Plank saleM = (8�)�1=2mP, mP � 1:2210(9) 1019 GeV [7℄ readshEvai = 12 MZ0 d3k(2�)3pk2 +m2 � M416�2 ; (4)whih is about 1071GeV4, i.e., 118 orders higher. Even if one takes the uto�at the supersymmetry breaking sale �susye� � 1012 GeV4, the disrepany willremain to be of 59 orders [1, 3℄.In the present paper, we propose to alulate the vauum energy h�iwithin the framework of the standard Casimir energy omputations for var-ious geometrial on�gurations with quantized �elds under boundary on-ditions. This approah allows one to obtain the �nite value for the Casimirenergy by means of absorption of the singularities into the de�nitions of theorresponding lassial ontat terms whih haraterize the total energy ofthe analogous lassial on�guration [8℄. In our ase, the divergenes willbe absorbed into the de�nition of the single �lassial� parameter � ! �0whih is treated, therefore, as a �bare� onstant from the beginning.2. Renormalization of the Casimir energy ontributionLet us onsider the �toy� Universe �lled with the free neutrino �eld withthe mass m� of order 10�9GeV. The ruial role of light neutrinos in gen-erating the small non-vanishing value of the osmologial term has beenproposed and disussed in [9℄ for the ase of Spontaneous Symmetry Break-ing (SSB). The total energy of the vauum �utuations of this �eld readsE� = �Z d3k(2�)3pk2 +m2� : (5)This integral diverges and then must be regularized before any alulationwill be done. We use the �-regularization whih seems to be one of the most



On Casimir Energy Contribution : : : 1975onvenient for this situation. Besides this, we need to introdue the addi-tional mass parameter � (suh an arbitrary mass sale emerges unavoidablyin any regularization sheme) in order to restore the orret dimension forthe regularized quantities. Then we haveh�i = E� ! E�(") = ��2" Z d3k(2�)3 1(k2 +m2�)"� 12 : (6)The regularization will be removed by taking the limit " ! 0. After thesimple alulations, we getE�(") = � m4�8�3=2 � �2m2��" � ("� 2)� ("� 12) : (7)Taking into aount the well-known relations for the � -funtion [10℄� ("� 2) = � (1 + ")"("� 1)(" � 2) ; � ("� 1=2) = � (12 + ")"� 12 ; (8)and the expansions for small "� (1 + ") = 1� E"+O("2) ; x" = 1 + " lnx+O("2) ;� �12 + "� = � �12�� "� �12� (E + 2 ln 2) +O �"2� ; (9)we �nd: E�(") = m4�32�2 �1" + 2 ln 2� 12� ln� �2m2��+O(") : (10)The part singular in the limit "! 0 an be extrated asEdiv(") = 1" m4�32�2 : (11)The absene of the leading divergene saled as m4P is the generi featureof the �-funtion regularization method, and is well-known in the Casimirenergy alulations [8, 11, 13℄. Thus, the renormalization is performed viathe absorption of this singularity into the re-de�nition of the bare lassialonstant �: �! �0 � 1" m4�32�2 : (12)Therefore, the remaining �nite value for the e�etive energy density reads�e� = �08�G + m4�32�2 �ln� �2m2��+ 2 ln 2� 12� : (13)



1976 I.O. CherednikovThis quantity depends on the arbitrary mass sale �. It is natural to demandit to be unhanged under any variations of this parameter. The role of suh aondition in the Casimir energy alulations have been studied in [8,13℄, andinvestigated in detail in [9,12℄. This requirement leads to the renormalizationgroup equation � dd��e� = 18�G � ����0(�) + m4�16�2 = 0 : (14)Solving it we �nd that the renormalized onstant �0 should be treated as a�running� one in the sense that it varies provided that the sale � is hanging:�0(�) = �Gm4�2� ln ��0 ; (15)where �0 an be alled the normalization point, determined by the ondition�0(�0) = 0 : (16)Substituting (15) into (13) we �nd�e� = m4�16�2 �ln �0m� + 2 ln 2� 12� : (17)If we assume that the normalization point �0 oinides with the Planksale, i.e., �0 = mP � 1019GeV, and take the light neutrino mass to bem� � 10�9 GeV, the estimate for the total e�etive renormalized osmolog-ial onstant will read: �e� � 10�36 GeV4 : (18)3. ConlusionWe see that by virtue of the normalization ondition (16), one obtainsnow the model of the Universe with �0 = 0 at the energy sale ompared tothat in the �rst moments of its existene. The other possible normalization� �0 = 0 in the very far IR region is used and disussed in [9℄.This value (18) is still far from the experimentally observed one, but ismuh better than a straightforward evaluation of the ground state energyof quantum �eld based on the diret UV uto�. It should be mentionedthat this result is lose in order to the one obtained by Zeldovih (�Zel �10�38 GeV4) by means of the quite di�erent onsiderations [14℄.One an see that the value of the osmologial onstant depends ruiallyfrom the hosen mass of the elementary fermion m� and, in ontrast, the
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